LINE CARD
Rigging & Material Handling Magnets

ELECTRO-PERMANENT MAGNETS & SYSTEMS
Require a momentary pulse of electricity from the controller to energize or de-energize. Once energized, the magnets are "ON" and their lifting ability will not be affected by electric power failure or cut cables.

◊ PLATE HANDLING
◊ CUTTING TABLE LOADING
◊ CUTTING TABLE CLEARING

SCRAP MAGNETS
Designed and engineered for scrap processing operations, built tough to handle everyday usage.

◊ 75% DUTY CYCLE
◊ 230 V.D.C. STANDARD
◊ CLASS H INSULATION

MAGNETIC SWEEPERS
Walker Magnetic Sweepers keep high-traffic areas free of hazardous ferrous metal objects and scrap... Reduce tire maintenance & downtime on expensive equipment.

AVAILABLE IN SEVERAL MODELS:
◊ PE Suspended Electromagnetic
◊ TRMP Towable Electromagnetic
◊ TFS Permanent Manual Cleaning
◊ PSS Permanent Suspended

LIFT MAGNET REPAIR, RECONDITIONING AND RECERTIFICATION
Worn contact surfaces, loose or broken cam-links, corroded battery terminals, illegible or missing labels and nameplates. After years of use, bottom surfaces become worn and may not rate to maximum lifting capacities.

Walker strongly recommends Self-Contained Lift Magnets are sent in yearly for lift recertification to make sure your unit is functioning properly and is lifting to its full capacity.

Contact Walker for a Return Authorization Form to send your unit in for inspection, repair or reconditioning.

WALKER MAGNETICS
Magnetic Solutions Since 1896

1-800-962-4638
sales@walkermagnet.com
www.walkermagnet.com